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everY piece comes 
with a storY

frits henningsen’s uncompromising design approach 
culminated with his 1954 signature chair – the last 
piece of furniture he designed and produced. over 
the course of his career, frits henningsen’s designs 
evolved towards increased simplicity, with the 
signature chair becoming his purest, most 
pared-down work. 

the signature chair tells the story of a cabinetmaker 
who strived for perfection in his designs, from the 
choice of materials to the execution, and sought to 
achieve comfort and elegance through the use of 
graceful, curved lines. this focus is clearly visible in 
the signature chair, whose soft, inviting shapes and 
floating armrests create a clean, organic, and functional
form that calls for quiet contemplation as it lends 
comfort and a sense of security. an undisputed classic,
the signature chair cements frits henningsen’s key 
place in Danish furniture design history.

when you choose a carl hansen & søn product, you get more 
than just a piece of furniture. 

You become part of a proud tradition of distinctive and beautiful
craftsmanship, where nothing has been left to chance. where 
all furniture is manufactured with great love for design and 
the history of the crafting process. where each piece passes 
through numerous expert hands before taking pride of place in 
your chosen space, recounting a story of masterful design in 
quality wood from sustainable scandinavian forests. 

we hope you will continue to tell the story. 

that is why we make furniture.

carlhansen.com

frits 
heNNiNGseN 

in addition to being a talented cabinetmaker, frits henningsen was a brilliant 
furniture designer. after completing his cabinetmaker training in 1911, he 
travelled around europe, gathering work experience and inspiration before 
returning home to copenhagen and starting his own company in 1915. as a 
member of the copenhagen cabinetmakers’ Guild, he took the initiative to 
stage furniture exhibitions in Denmark.

frits henningsen was known for his exuberant personality and for being very 
discerning about whom he worked with. carl hansen was both proud and 
excited when the designer chose to form a partnership with the newly formed 
furniture company. the successful windsor chair series was one of the fruits 
of this partnership.

Like the work of his colleagues Kaare Klint and ole wanscher, frits henningsen’s
designs are rooted in classic craftsmanship traditions while achieving a broadly
appealing design expression, as the signature chair illustrates.
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